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An Example |  Fishing shop Herren, Germany 
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“I had to search the internet for quite some time until I found the TAGIT EM 
systems. TAGIT really has the best products for our field to secure fishing 
equipment. Real quality - but the other competitors are far ahead at 
marketing*. They always say that there is no good EM system available, 
only RF and AM. But that's not true! I have been using the Tagit EM system 
for three years now and service has never been necessary. It’s running and 
running and running. For me, the 51 mm and the 32x19 labels for the price 
gun work perfectly At the very beginning, I caught four of my regular 
customers. They have been visiting my store for 20 years, but who knows 
what they had stolen from me during that time. Now, it has become quite 
clear that the losses have fallen by far more than half.“

* TAGIT: We're working on it!

Wolfgang Herren
58675 Hemer, Germany

pseudo barcode labeltransparent label
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Solutions for fishing shop owners
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Tagit offers the most effective protection of all EAS providers for  
small, metallic goods 

Minimize your losses!  

Why to use Tagit systems for the 
fishing equipment retail industry?

Highest detection rate of over  90% with patented 3D-Detektion 
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Meto 58 % TAGIT 89 %
tested with 51 mm 
security labels

Distance  90 cm

Comparison Meto vs. Tagit | Detection rate
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EM anti-theft antennas
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Fortuna Premium Light Premium
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Labels
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● Choose from over 300 types of labels (Minimal size: 32 mm)

● Design your own labels! 

● Our EM labels are compatible with different systems (Meto, Checkpoint) 
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The company
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● Tagit was founded in 2000 and is a multinational 
        technology company with headquarters in    
        Switzerland

● Tagit develops and markets electromagnetic (EM) EAS 
loss prevention systems to protect retailers from 
shoplifting 

● Tagit systems are being used worldwide in various retail 
industries, including 
drugstores, supermarkets and DIY shops
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The technology
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● Highest detection rates with an innovative, patented 3D detection system

● Unique detection properties on metallic products
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Contact
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Interested? Just contact us!

www.tagit.ch

info@tagit.ch

phone: +49172 5715563
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